The ultimate
journey
management
technology
Simple. Compliant. Safe.
Journey management technology, enabling
organisations to ensure the safety of a
travelling workforce in real-time.

Features
Real-Time Mobile GPS

Auto Checkpoints + Alerts

High accuracy mobile GPS provides
instant or last known location info with
multiple timezones supported.

Automated geolocation check-in
notifications are sent with no driver
interaction required.

Hands-Free Operation

Fatigue notifications

JMS automates and manages the
entire process to keep your workers
hands-free and safe.

Tired drivers are unsafe drivers. JMS
will alert you if your workers have been
on the road too long.

And Loads More Features ...
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What is JMS?
JMS was developed to improve processes for the drive-in/
drive-out (DIDO) market and is now used by many industries
that require staff to be on the road for long distances.

Users can create and submit a Journey Management
Plan (JMP) in less than three minutes end-to-end and the
configurable approval process is even quicker.

Users create and submit their journey plans through the
easy-to-use mobile app, identifying any hazards they may
encounter along the route. Developed in conjunction with
industry leaders, the system operates lean and doesn’t have
complicated workflows and processes.

Removing the inefficiencies of legacy paper-based, manual
check-in systems along with providing critical improvements
in safety is why JMS has been so successful with our clients in
managing the compliance and logistics of DIDO movement
and road travel.

Key Features
Real-Time Mobile GPS

Offline capability

Digital forms

High accuracy mobile GPS provides
instant or last known location info
with multiple timezones supported.

Create and complete a trip even if the
mobile device is offline. JMS can still
capture data using GPS.

Automated data and compliance for
paper-free operations via integrated
Digital Forms software.

IVMS integration

Duress button

Live, real-time insights

JMS can integrate with the vast majority
of In-Vehicle Monitoring Systems.

Ultimate safety assurance with an
emergency button to trigger alerts
and escalate responses.

Monitor staff journeys in real-time and
receive automatic live ‘check-in’
notifications at defined locations.

Verbal reminders

Fully customisable

Efficiency and control

Verbal alerts for essentials such as
rest breaks, so drivers never touch
their phones on the road.

Our team will work with you to create
a personalised solution for your needs.

A centralised system allows for complete
control over all aspects of your road
travel requirements.

Auto checkpoints and alerts

Fatigue notifications

‘Always on’ support

Automated geolocation check-in
notifications are sent with no driver
interaction required.

Tired drivers are unsafe drivers. JMS
will alert you if your workers have
been on the road too long.

The global JMS support team is
available to assist 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.

How it works

System access, check-in points,
notification configuration and
journey risk profiles are loaded
and managed through a
Company Administration portal.

Users create and submit a
journey plan within minutes by
selecting from pre-loaded routes
or creating plans as required.

If journey approval is required,
this can be done from the web
portal, the mobile app or from an
email. No more managing Excel
spreadsheets or pdf attachments.

To begin an approved journey,
users simply open the app and
press start.

SMS, email and in-app push
notification features allow
administrators, managers and
app end-users to send or receive
real-time alerts, reminders and
notifications.

Detailed reporting is available in
a tailored dashboard or through
built-in ad-hoc reporting functions.
The system provides a complete
solution for reporting on historical
and future travel data.

Installation and
Onboarding

Associated
investment options

JMS can be up and running in under an hour with a
simple spreadsheet onboarding process.

JMS is reasonably priced with working models
to meet your specific needs.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

The client completes an Excel template
with users, locations and vehicles.
The JMS Team uploads the information
to the back end of the system.
Once activated, the users all receive
emails with login credentials and links
to the app stores for download.

Business plans

25

$

per month

Business plans start from
$25 per user, per month.

Enterprise

200 +

fleet

Fleets of 200+, National and
Global rollouts can enter an
enterprise agreement and
benefit from bespoke pricing.
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